This paper takes a known approach for scheduling and admission control in integrated services networks', the Priority Token Bank (PTB), whose mechanism and performance have been studied in a single queue, and extends the algorithm to address the challenges of implementing it in a network of queues. An integrated services network must handle traffic streams with disparate arrival processes and performance objectives, and efficiently supporting these streams becomes more difficult when performance guarantees must be met across a number of switches and when a stream's burstiness can dramatically increase from source to destination. Three variations on the basic mechanism are proposed to address this problem: PTB-Separate Classes, PTB -Minimum Interdeparture Time, and PTB-Weighted Fair Queuing. It is shown that the PTB scales well to a network of queues, and that, under the constraint that performance requirements for guaranteed traffic such as packet voice, HDTV, and packet video must be met, the mean delay experienced by other traffic is much better with the Priority Token Bank mechanisms than with other proposed algorithms.
This paper describes a traffic control algorithm, the Priority Token Bank, whose mechanism and performance in a single queue has been analyzed', and compares its performance in a network of queues to that of other proposed algorithms. Related work in the area of traffic control is discussed in section 2. The Priority Token Bank mechanism as used in a single queue is reviewed in section 3, and three variations on the basic algorithm for use in a network of queues are proposed in section 4. In section 5, the performance of the three algorithms is compared, in a network of queues, with the performance obtained by using other common algorithms, and, the paper is summarized in section 6 .
Related Work
The siraplest scheduling algorithms that can provide performance guarantees in a network of queues are static priority (SP) and earliest deadline first (EDF), but neither is capable of efficiently handling traffic with diverse performance objectives. Polling algorithms generally guarantee that cells from each class receive some service during a fixed interval, or frame, or that a fixed number of cells can be transmitted in each frame, without specifying where in the frame they are transmitted. If a stream has no cells to send, the unused portion of the frame may be utilized by another streamzz3, the frame may be shortened, effectively sharing the unused bandwidth among all streams with queued cells4 or the excess bandwidth may remain unused, creating a non-work-conserving mechanism5. While polling algorithms insure that bandwidth is fairly distributed, they do little to optimize system performance. A sophisticated algorithm, called MA&, has been proposed to run on top of Magnet's polling-based structure. In MARS, each class is permitted to transmit cells in a portion of a frame, and the fraction of a frame dedicated to each traffic class can change as needed to maximize total system performance. MARS has been shown to be an effective approach when all traffic meets its assumptions', but it is not clear how the mechanism can be expanded to handle traffic with more diverse performance objectives. Oc~upancy-based~ algorithms calculate the oldest class i cell's transmission priority as a hnction of the number of cells from stream i currently queued. Occupancy works well when there is a tight correlation between the number of cells in the queue and the queuing delay experienced by the cell at the head of the queue, but with bursty arrival processes the correlation begins to break down. Cost Based Scheduling (CBS)' associates a cost function, ci(t), with each cell that defines a cost incurred as a function of its queuing delay, t. Cost functions are selected to represent application performance objectives. CBS then determines priority as a function of queuing delay t to minimize total cost. CBS has been shown to perform well', and near optimal where an efficient optimal algorithm is known.' However, implementation is complex.
The Priority Token Bank
Our approach to the traffic control problem is the Priority Token Bank' (PTB). In the single queue implementation, cells are divided into N classes, where all cells in a same class have similar performance objectives, though they may be from different streams. For each class i, there is a first in, first out (FIFO) queue, a token counter Ti, and a token counter update period T~. Also each class has a priority function P(Ti) which gives the transmission priority of the cell at the head of the class i queue. Ti, is held at zero whenever queue i is empty. When cells are present, Ti is incremented every 'ci and decremented each time a class i cell is transmitted, so that the token counter value will approximate the queuing delay of the oldest class i cell. Ti can become negative, indicating that stream i has temporarily used more than its share of bandwidth. The next cell to be transmitted is the cell at the head of the queue with the highest transmission priority.
With proper parameter selection, the transmission of cells not in danger of violating their performance objectives can be delayed, providing better performance to traffic classes which provide greater value through early cell arrival. Let G be the maximum priority for low priority traffic. A class i cell from a guaranteed stream is permitted to have priority greater than G only if 7'; 2 Li , where Li is the token counter limit. If Ti = Li, we are in danger of violating the class i performance requirements, so its priority increases. Parameters for all streams must be chosen such that all class i cells with priority greater than G are transmitted within 'ci transmission times, so that Ti never exceeds Li. Performance objectives for guaranteed traffic will be met by letting Pi equal some constant > G when Ti > Li.
To select zi, Li, and Pi(Ti) to meet performance objectives in a single queue, we use a stream's arrival process parameters declared during negotiation for admission to the network. If an arriving stream is policed with a Leaky Bucket, the arrival process can be characterized by using parameters oL and pL, where the amount of traffic arriving in a period of duration t is bounded by G + p Lt lo, where pL is a measure of the average arrival rate and oL is a measure of burstiness. If cell arrivals are periodic, such as for CBR voice streams, we would choose
The same equations apply for VBR video; pL would be set to the peak sustainable arrival rate and oL would be set large enough to accommodate the potential burstiness in the arriving stream.
It has been shown that, in a single queue', PTB provides QoS guarantees while providing performance that is significantly better than that provided by static priority and polling-based mechanisms, and nearly as good as CBS. Extending the mechanism to provide guarantees over a network of switches presents significant challenges. The most critical is that a stream's arrival processes change significantly after traversing several hops. Any algorithm that delays transmission of cells not in danger of violating their performance guarantees, increasing stream burstiness. Consider the case where a switch does not transmit class 1 cells until they are in danger of missing their deadline, building up a large queue of class 1 cells. When suddenly there are no other cells to transmit, a burst of cells are transmitted. To maintain performance guarantees, an algorithm must be able to handle this increased burstiness at downstream switches. All of the sophisticated algorithms, to which we will compare the PTB, do not handle the increased burstiness well, though MARS fares the worst. MARS divides traffic into three classes, requiring that the class 1 load be less than 1 during any period of duration dl, where d l is the maximum tolerable delay for class 1 packets. A similar requirement exists for class 2 traffic as well. Consider the network in Figure 1 . Let dl'" be the maximum class 1 delay at each hop 1 switch, and d1'2' be the maximum class 1 delay at the hop 2 switch. If the input to the class 1 queue at each of the n hop 1 switches is constant bit rate traffic at a load of p , then the load from each of these streams at switch n+l can be as large as min(1, 1 p+-$1; p) . Thus, the class 1 load must be kept
very low for MARS to work; if dl'" = d1'2' the class 1 load can be no higher than 0.5. If the input stream was bursty, or the source-destination path was longer than two hops, the problem would be worse. Algorithms such as CBS and occupancy do not have the same explicit upper bound on load, but they still experience problems with the increase in burstiness described. 
The Priority Token Bank in a Network of Queues
To allow performance guarantees over a network of switches, the basic mechanism must be modified to either handle or limit the increased stream burstiness seen in a network. We propose three variations: PTB -Separate Classes, PTB -Minimum Interdeparture Time, and PTB -Weighted Fair Queuing.
PTB -Separate Classes (PTB-SC)
If all the cells that have traveled along the same path through the network are combined, the basic PTB mechanism will handle the increased burstiness. If, in Figure 2 , all cells leaving switch I are maximally delayed, stream burstiness is not increased, so guarantees made by the single queue PTB mechanism still hold at switch 2. Stream burstiness may increase only if some cells are transmitted ahead of schedule from switch 1. In that case it is permissible for a cell to experience a delay longer than its delay allocation in switch 2 if the total delay experienced in the first two switches is less than &if:') + where &if!k' refers to the delay allocation at the kth hop along the stream i sourcedestination path. The excess delay experienced at hop 2 is no greater than the amount of time that cell was transmitted early from the previous switch. Let cell 0 be a cell that arrives to an empty class i queue at switch 1. Cell k: k>O is defined to be the cell that arrives after cell k-1 while cell k-1 is still queued. The maximum delay, L$"" , experienced by cell k from switch 1, to its destination beyond switch N is bounded by \ j = l .
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1 I j I N , is the value of the class i token counter limit, Li, at the jth switch, Z is the class i token counter update period at each switch, oL is the burstiness permitted by the leaky bucket policing mechanism at the network entry point, and f'(.i) :
2 5 j I N is one cell transmission time plus the propagation delay from switch j-1 to switch j. The penalty PTB-SC pays for its ability to handle the increase in stream burstiness is an increased number of classes, increasing the number of FlFOs, the complexity, and the cost, although some ATM switch manufacturers are considering using a separate FIFO for each virtual channel, which is much more complex than one FIFO mechanism, which provides inherently worse performance than one that always transmits a cell when it is possible to do so. Performance can be improved by reducing mi, but that requires more bandwidth to be reserved. Let voice streams arrive at each of the n hop 1 switches in Figure 1 with a load of p and let one switch transmit maximally delayed cells, while the other n-1 switches transmit cells at the peak server rate. Switch n+l must reserve bandwidth equal to p + p if (.i) -time, mi, can range from 1 I mi I ~i , with the least bursty (n -I), instead of np , mi -z b'j : 1 I j 5 n . The minimum interdeparture output stream is generated by letting the minimum interdeparture time equal the token counter update constant, t i .
PTB-Weighted Fair queuing (PTB-WFQ)
When streams are combined and cells from different streams are served first-come, first-served, burstier streams may get served too quickly, at the expense of other streams. If all streams are served regularly this can be prevented. Let all streams of the same traffic type with similar performance objectives be considered to be the same class. All cells which traveled the same path through the network are combined into a class, and each class is assigned a separate FIFO queue.. All FIFOs from this class would share the same token counter and priority function. When this class has the highest transmission priority, a cell is chosen from those at the head of each populated FIFO based on a Weighted Fair Queuing algorithm", which assigns polling weights based on the average arrival rate of each stream. The PTB-WFQ mechanism is perfectly efficient if the cells at the head of all FIFOs are equally urgent. When some have been maximally delayed and others have just arrived, as is more probable with very bursty streams, those less urgent cells must be transmitted along with their maximally delayed counterparts.
PTB-WFQ is slightly less efficient than the PTB-SC mechanism, but should provide better performance than the non-workconserving PTB-MI. The implementation complexity of PTB-WFQ is lower than that of PTB-SC, since the switch must update and compare priorities for fewer classes, but is greater than that for PTB-MI.
Results
In this section, we compare the performance of each PTB mechanism with simple algorithms such as static priority (SP), a work-conserving polling mechanism (POLL-V4 , and a nonwork-conserving mechanism (POLL-N)', as well as with more sophisticated algorithms including an occupancy based algorithm (OCC)', Cost Based Scheduling (CBS)', and MARS6. In a single queue, the Priority Token Bank has been demonstrated to compare very favorably to each'. Here we compare their performance in a network of queues. A fluid flow approximation is assumed, and two types of guaranteed traffic are considered: packet voice and packet video. In some scenarios, exact analytical results can be obtained'* while for others efficient simulation tools are usedI3. For all simulation results, the 95% confidence interval is, at worst, within 5% of the values shown. Each scenario assumes a link bandwidth of 1 SOMbps, and two traffic classes: class 1, a guaranteed stream with an end-to-end maximum delay requirement, and class 2, a guaranteed or best effort stream with end-to-end mean delay objectives. Class 2 consists of data bursts of exponentially distributed length with mean P=SOOKb that arrive according to a Poisson process. In all the scenarios discussed, independent class 2 streams arrive at each switch.
Each voice stream is modeled as many independent streams multiplexed so the combined stream has a constant bit rate. Each stream has a maximum end-to-end queuing delay and 0% loss rate requirement. For a HDTV stream, we use a model14 which approximates the arrival process as the sum of 10 independent on/off sources, with exponentially distributed active and inactive times with means of 386ms and 765ms
respectively. We scale the data rate of each source so that the mean rate of the combined sources is 1Mbps.
0
First, we examine the impact of combining guaranteed traffic streams that have previously traveled different paths, by comparing the performance results of the PTB mechanisms with SP, POLL-W, and POLL-N. As described, this scenario poses significant problems for the more sophisticated algorithms, so MARS, OCC and CBS are not compared here. (although we will include them later, in a scenario where this problem does not occur). Each scenario uses the network model in Figure 1 . The allowable end-to-end queuing delay for voice and video traffic is 30ms, with equal delay allocation at hop 1 and hop 2. The class 1 loadateachhop 1 switchis pp' = p l , 1 I j I n , and np where p is the class 1 load at switch j and n is p + l ) = 1 the number of first hop switches. Each switch receives an independent bursty traffic stream with load = 0.4. Figure 3 shows the queuing delay of class 2 traffic at switch 3, Q13), as a function of the class 1 load, p i3' , at switch 3, where class 1 is packet voice. At the first hop switches, performance is equivalent to the single queue scenarios discussed elsewhere' so the results are not repeated. The results at switch 3 show that with PTB-SC, significantly smaller class 2 delays are achieved for the same guaranteed load than with SP, POLL-W, POLL-N, and the PTB-MI alternatives, but PTB-WFQ provides results that are very nearly as good. Because the burstiness of the streams arriving at switch 3 is low, the occurrence of one FIFO emptying while the other remains populated is rare, so PTB-WFQ is relatively efficient. If we decrease mi, PTB-MI is also able to delay class 1 packet transmissions somewhat, and its performance improves as we decrease MI. For minimum interdeparture times of 0 . 5 *~, PTB-MI approaches the PTB-WFQ results. It has been shown", using the same scenario, PTB performs equally well when class 1 traffic is packet video or HDTV traffic. In each case, PTB-SC provides the best performance, although PTB-WFQ and PTB-MI (with small values of mi) provide performance nearly as good.
The results presented thus far show that the PTB mechanisms can provide significantly improved performance for class 2 traffic while handling the same load of class 1 traffic as other algorithms. However, the network designer is concerned with the amount of traffic a network can support and still meet each applications performance requirements. We can illustrate how much more traffic the PTB mechanisms can support by using a schedulable region performance measure. A schedulable region shows, for a given set of traffic types and performance requirements, the range of loads for which the scheduling algorithm is able to provide performance guarantees, i.e., a point (x,y) is within the schedulable region if performance objectives are met with a class 1 load of x and a class 2 load of y. Figure 4 shows the schedulable region when class 1 traffic is packet video with 0% loss rate objectives and end to end tolerable delays of 30ms, and when class 2 traffic is bursty traffic which has an endto-end mean delay objective. PTB-SC supports the greatest load of class 2 traffic for a given class 1 load, but again PTB-WFQ provides performance nearly as good. Finally, we examine a scenario where we track the class 2 mean delay obtained at each switch along a long packet voice sourcedestination path. At each switch, class 1 traffic arrives at load pl=0.3, with a maximum tolerable class 1 delay of 5ms at each switch. The class 2 load at each switch is p2=0.4. At the first switch, performance is identical to that shown in the single queue analysis'; CBS, MARS, PTB-SC, and PTB-WFQ all provide similar performance. However, PTB-SC, and PTB-WFQ to a lesser degree, can take advantage of the fact that a voice cell was transmitted early from previous hops to delay it beyond its allocation at the current hop and give better performance to class 2 traffic. As a result, with PTB-SC and PTB-WFQ class 2 mean delay decreases as more hops are traversed. Note that after 10 hops, they provide virtually identical performance. As we decrease mi, PTB-MI gains this ability as well, and the class 2 mean delay begins to decrease as more hops are traversed. MARS, CBS, and OCC all increase stream burstiness with each hop, and as the burstiness increases, the class 2 mean delay increases. CBS causes the greatest increase in voice stream burstiness, so it experiences the greatest increase in class 2 mean delay. Thus, for source-destination paths which traverse a large number of hops, PTB's ierformance advantage is especially significant. Time. The performance achieved with each mechanism was compared to alternative algorithms including static priority, several polling approaches, MARS, occupancy scheduling, and Cost Based Scheduling, using two types of guaranteed traffic packet voice and packet video. We have demonstrated that, for these traffic types, the Priority Token Bank provides better performance in a network of queues than was obtained with any of the other algorithms compared, and the PTB is the only algorithm for which performance actually improves in a network of queues. Similar results were found15 for other scenarios and other traffic types.
For all traffic types discussed, PTB-SC provides the best performance of the PTB mechanisms, but for traffic such as packet voice or video, where the number of potential classes is large, PTB-WFQ and PTB-MI (for smaller minimum interdeparture times) offer reduced implementation complexity with minimal drop in performance. PTB-MI offers reduced complexity over PTB-WFQ, but can only achieve comparable performance if it is possible to reserve extra bandwidth. While the PTB is a sophisticated scheduling algorithm which does scale very well to a network of queues (in fact perhaps performing even better than in the single queue analysis), we demonstrated that other sophisticated algorithms (such as CBS, MARS, and occupancy) do not scale well, especially in those scenarios where streams are multiplexed. Less sophisticated algorithms, such as SP and Polling, which are often chosen because it is believed that sophisticated scheduling is not possible in a network of queues, are even less effective.
